
JOHNSON PLASTICS – SUBLIMATION TRAINING 
Product Pressing Instruction Sheet 

FEATURED PRODUCT 

Product Name: Ceramic Pet Bowls 

J.P. Catalog Part #: SUBPB7 & SUBPB6 

Substrate Group: DRINKWARE 

Product Dimensions: "w  X "h  X "d   in U.S. inches* 

* Call JP Customer Service to check for other sizes. Product dimensions do not always mirror imprint area.

QUICK PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

Sublimation cat and dog bowls offer a stylish, personalized gift for the hairiest members of your family. Perfect for a pet-
oriented design motif, the bowls offer enough room for pet names of any length from "Fido" to "Beaufort's Duke Stanhope 
of Steel Creek Hollow " Available in small and large sizes (6” or 7.25” diameters), to decorate each bowl requires the 
purchase of a separate, reusable oven wrap specific to each size for sublimation using a convection oven. 

PRESSING FUNDAMENTALS 

Time: 16 minutes  seconds (plus or minus 60 seconds) 

Temperature: 400 Degrees F. 

Pressure: Medium (Purchase of Specialty Oven Wrap Required) 

EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES NEEDED 

Heat Source: Convection Oven 

Accessories: 
Sized Oven Wrap; Heat Tape; Heat Resistant Gloves (recommended); Blow-out Paper; Bucket 
of Room Temperature Water 



SUBLIMATION INSTRUCTIONS 

01 Use a short piece of heat tape (1.5-2") along one of the vertical edges of the transfer to fasten it in place. 

02 
Pulling the transfer tight around the bowl to smooth out the surface, place a second short piece of heat tape along 
the loose edge's vertical line. With a full-wrap design, this results in two vertical pieces of heat tape in close 
proximity.  

03 
Cut to size a piece of blow-out paper and lay over the top of the transfer, taping it the same way you did the 
transfer along the same lines. 

04 
Center the open edges of the oven wrap between the edges of the transfer (you want your entire image to fall 
under the wrap).  

05 
Once aligned to transfer, stretch wrap tight and secure latch. Holding the wrap, tighten the bolt fully by hand, then 
turn bolt 1.5 to 2 more full revolutions with wrench (or to the equivalent tightness on clutch setting when using an 
electric driver). 

06 Place bowl and wrap in 400 degree oven upside down (open end down toward heating coils). 

07 Remove bowl after the recommended dwell time (usually 16-17 minutes). 

08 Remove first the wrap and then transfer using quick, fluid movements to prevent any “ghosting” of image. 

09 
Carefully lower bowl into a bucket of room temperature or warmer water to stop the sublimation process. Use 
caution as bowl will be extremely hot and dropping it may result in breakage. 

10 
After a few minutes in water, remove bowl and towel dry. Let the bowl air dry for at least 45 minutes before 
packaging  to ensure the bowl has sufficiently cooled. 

TIPS & TRICKS 

For bowls, mugs, steins and other ceramic products which hold on to heat much longer than other substrates, heat-
resistant gloves are a great safety investment.  

After removing the oven wrap (never get wraps wet), you are free to dunk the bowl into the water without removing the 
transfer, but you'll have to change your water more frequently from the paper debris. Be sure not to use too much tape if 
you plan to remove the transfer immediately from the oven. 

MORE PRODUCTS IN THIS CATEGORY 

Small Pet Bowl (SUBPB6); Other ceramic beverage products like mugs and steins. 




